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CALCULATIONAL METHODS USED TO OBTAIN EVALUATED
DATA ABOVE 3 MeV

Edward D. Arthur

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos, New Mexico 8754S

ABSTRACT

Calculational methods used to provide evaluated
neutron data for nuclei between A = 19 and 220 at inci-
dent energies above several NeV range from empirical
techniques based on cross-section systematlcn to so-
phisticated nuclear-model codes that describe the major
mechanisms governing neutron reactions in this mss and
energv range. Examples of empirical approaches are
given along with discussion concerning regions of ap-
plicability and accuracies that can be expected. The
application of ❑ore sophisticated nuclear mdels
(Hauser-Feshbach statistical, preeqlilibrium, and
direct-reaction theories) is di6CIJ66ed, particularly
with regard to improved parameter determinations that
can be used in such calculations. Efforts to improve
the consistency and to unify these theoretical ap-
proaches are addressed along with benefits to evaluated
data that can be realized through careful application
of such nuclear~odel techniques,

INTRODUCTION

Evaluated neutron dtita libraries often rely on calcula~.funul
techniques to provide necessary cross section, spectral, or an-
gular distribution information. Such instances may involve the
need to supplement wasured results; to provide duta for energy
ranges or reaction types lacking experimental data; and, in tl)e

most extreme case, to provide data for a nucleus (such as an un-
otable fission product) where no measurements ●xist or will like-
ly exist. For medium and heavy nuclei (defined as 19 < A (, 220
for the purpose of this paper), these techniques range-fro; em-
pirfcal representations of the systematic behavior of experimen-
tal data to more basic ●pproaches ●mploying the Hauser-Feshbnch



statistical, preequilibrium, and direct-reaction thecriea supple-
mented by use of the spherical or deformed optical ❑odel.

In the follriwing sections these techniques are reviewed and
their validity examined over the neutron energy range between 3
and 20 MeV. In addition, because of interest in hi~her energy
data ❑otivated by d + Li radiation damage aourcea, the extension
of these techniques up to neutron energies cf 50 MeV will be dis-
cussed briefly. Because of the wide range in ❑ass and energy
covered by this pap(r, detailed discussions are not feasible; in-
stead examples are provided to illustrate general ❑ethods and
techniques or to illustrate problem areas. For mre detailed
discussions, the reader ie referred to reviews by Frehaut, [1]
Cindro, [2] Qaim, [3] Young et al., [4] and Gardner, [5] as well
as the proceedings from various symposiums [6-8] dealing with
nuclear theory for applications.

PHENOMENOLOGICALMETHODS BASED ON SYSTEMATIC DATA TRENDS

Interactions of fast neutrons with nuclei in this mass re-
gion occur chiefly through elastic and inelastic scattering along
with reactions j,nvolving the emission of one or more nucleons.
Among this latter cross-section type, the (n,2n)P (n,p), and
(n,a) reactions have been extensively studied over a wide range
in mass, albeit restricted to the energy regior. around 14-15
MeV. From these measurements, parameterizations of cross-section
trend~ as a function of mass or more often as a function of neu-
tron excess, (N-Z)/A, have been developed. Expressions for
(n,2n) cross sections have been determined by Lu and Fink [9]
that predict such data to within 20% around 14 MeV, while equiva-
lent expressions [10] for (nBp) and (nBa) cross sections exist
also having ~ccuracies in the 20-30% range. Recently, Qaim
[11-13] and his coworkers have improved such syscematics through
use of more reliable techniqws such as Ge(Li) detectors and
isotoplcally pure samples. Slmlla: efforts [3] have led to
sy~(.’matic &tudies of the behavior of (n,t), (n,%e)p (n,np), and
(n,na) cross sections as a function of mass in the 14-MeV energy
ran~e. For the latter two reaction types, the rel~tive pnucity
of measurements prevent cross-s,~ction prediction to better than a
factor uf tw~

Such systematic beh~vior of cross-section trendR are often
used in neutron data evtilu.gti~n, particularly in the ahnence of
exp~rlmencnl data for the given nucleus of intcreet. In the Llv-
e:more EtW, evaluated data library [14] the expressions of Lu
and Fink, [9] Gardner and Ronenblum, [15] and Gardner and Yu [16]
are or~,en used to provide information covering the 14-MeV values
of (n,2n), (n,p), and (nta) croe~ sections, respectively. Where
such 14-MeV systematfcm are used, there occurM the difficulty of
extending crons-a~ction information to other incident energie~.
For exnmple, in the Lawrence Livermore Laboratov fLLL) ENI)L lj-
brary, the (n,2n) excltntion funct’.on 1s constructed as follnwa.



From threshold the cross section rises in a sigmoid shape until
it reaches a plateau value generally defined (for medium and
heavy weight nuclei) by the Lu and Fink formula. Competition
from the (n,3n) reaction causes the (n,2n) cross section to
smoothly decrease with the maximum (n,3n) cross-section set equal
to 60% of the maximum (n,2n) cross-section value. Recent measu-
rements [17-19] of the (n,2n) excitation function from threshold
up to 28 MeV provide the opportunity to test this parametrizat-
ion. In Fig. 1 the ratio of calculated to experimental cross

‘~ and 209Bi are presented for threeSectiOnS fcr nuclei between
raages of the energy UR. which is defined as the difference be-
tween the incident neutron energy and the (n,2n) threshold. The
first region, UR = 2 MeV, lies fairly close to the (n,2n)
threshold; the Becond, UR m G WV, occurs for these nuclei in
the 14-15 MsV incident energy range; and the third region lies
above the (n,2n) plateau region where competition from (n,3n) re-
actions occur. As to be expected, the agreement is best ~round
UR_6MSV , corresponding to energies for which ~ystematlcs
have been nmst thoroughly developed. Above and below this energy
region, the ggreement worsens with a systematic underprediction
of 30-40% in the calculated cross section.

Other efforts to parametrize the shape of such cross-
section curves appear to be sparse although there have &en at-
tempts by Krivan and Munzel [20,21] regarding shapes for (n,p),
(n,a), and (n,2n) excitation functions. To do so, the position
and value of the ❑axtmum cross sections, the half width, and qn
asymmetry parameter were determined as a function of mass. such
systematic appear to work reasontibly well for (n,2n) reactions,
but for (nop) and (n,a) cross sections, there are significant de-
viations from experimental data.

Empirical parameterizations of 14-MeV cross sections have
been supplemented by the use of evaporation theory to provide in-
formation concerning cross-section ahapes. The foremost exampie
of such a technique la the THRESH code developed by Pearlstein
[22] which has been US.ZI ~n almoat 50% of the current evaluations
in the ENDF library [23] to provide information (either relative
shapes or ab~olute cross sections) for one or more reaction
types. As an example, the (n,2n) cross Hection is calcultited
from the expression

(1:

where 0 is the nol~elastic crotis sectton, and the second factor
Trepre~en M the portion of the nonelnatic cross section renultil,A

in ne~tron ●l~iasion that is parametrized HS a function of the
neutron excess, (N-Z)/A. The third fnctor ?.s calculated from
evaporation model theory [24]



(2)

where E, B“
If

and E are the excitation energy of the compound sys-
tem, the neutron binding energy, and the exit energy of the neu-
tron, re~pectively; a iB the level density parameter; and a 1s
the compound nucleus formation cross flection.

C*

The advantagea of such a technique as embodied in the THRESH
code are its simplicity, (Z and A are the only required input pa-
rameter although others may be provided); its speed; and, since
the ❑odel has been fit to experimental data acts, it is possible
to obtain errors and their correlations. The range of uncertain-
ties [251 for (n,p), (n,a), and (n,2n) reactions appear in TOble
I where they are presented as a function of neutron excess.

A common use of THRESH 1.s to normalize (if necessary) to ex-
perimental data at 14 MeV and to then use its calculated results
to represent a cross-section excitation function in a given eval-
uation. To test its abili~y to predict cross-section shapes, a
similar analysis has been performed with THRESH results as was
done for ENDL systematic in Fig. 1. Again, the (n,2n) reaction
waa chosen because of the wide mass range in which experimental
excitation functians exist; although in this case the ran e

J$sc;:neutron excess was exi I,mied to include lighter nuclei (
Similarly, three regions of UR were chosen to represent inci-
dent energy regionm near threshold, near the energy at which the
maximum cross section occurs, and at energies lying above this
plateau region. The results are shown in Fig. 2. For UR = 2
MeV, the cal~:ulated cross sections lie 25-50% higher than the da-
ta, indicating the possible effects of gamma-ray competition, an-
gular momentllm, or population of discrete levels, none of which
are included In THRESH, For lighter nuclei [smaller (N-Z)/A val-
ues], such efl’ects are generally absent, (Note that some calcu-
lated values deviate systematically over the three UR ranges,
indicating a need to renormalize to better fit the experimental
data.) For UR = 6 MeV, there is generally good agreement, par-
ticularly for heavier nuclides (within 10%). However, at Un -
10 MeV, the code consistently underpredicts the (n,2n) cross Hec-
tion with the ❑ost likely cause being that preequflibrium effects
[important in (n,2n) reactions at these energies] are not in-
cluded. From Fig. 2 it appe~rs that use of these techniques
to provide cross sections on heavier nuclei above 20 MeV should
be exercised with a caution if results are de~ired to better than
within a factor of two.

Phenomenologlcal models play roles in data evaluation other
than those connected with cross-section needE. For example,
evaluated angular distribution information must be provided for
continuum neutron emission, a situntfon that IN mnde difficult
becauae of the p~licity of such experimental meanurememts and be-
cause theoretical models are generally not enough developed to



accurately predict such data. Recently Kalbach and Mann [26]
have developed a phenomenological model which with four fitted
parameters, knowledge of the energy of the outgoing particle, and
division of the cross section into multistep-direct and multistep
compound parta can reasonably predict angular distributions in a
wide ❑ass range and for secondary energies extending to 60 MeV.
Figure 2 compares the predictions of this model to data measured
on iron by Hermsdorf et al. [27] for 14.6-MeV neutrons. Sums
OV.Z three regions of secondary energy are presented, the first
representing lcw emission energies governed mainly by compound
nuclear processes, the second dominated by multistep direct
processes (here approximated by a total preequilibrium emission
fraction), and finally a sum over the range of emission energies
from 2 to 11 MeV as ❑ay be used to describe the gross angular
distribution associated with a total emission spectrum. The
overall agreement is good, even within the approximation that the
total preequilibrium emission cross section was used in place of
the ❑ultistep direct component. This indicates the usefulness of
this phenomenological representation, particularly at higher
incident energies wh~i-e energy-angle correlations beco~ more
important.

NUCLEAR MODELS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO DATA EVALUATION

An application of one cr more of the theoretical models that
describe neutron reactions in this mass and energy regipn (optic-
al, Hauser-Feshhach statistical, preequilibrium, and ~ect) has
generally been used to provide some portion of evaluated data
files. Most often, this has been through use of the optical
model to supplement experimental data regarding total, nonelas-
tic, and elastic cross sections as well as angular distributions
from elastic scattering. Likewise, the Hauser-1’eshbach statisti-
cal model has been used to provide similar data for neutron ine-
lastic scatterin~ from diqcrete levels. Recently, more sophisti-
c;lted applications hal’e occurred in which simultaneous calcula-
tions of cross sections and spectra have been made for a number
of reaction ty~eti over a wide inciden~ energy range u~lng cOn-

siste.lt inpup. ptirameter Nets.
The optical model and the coupled-channel direct reaction

theory are discutised in another contribution to this Workshop.
Thus, d!acussion here will concentrate chiefly on the Hautier-
P’eshbach statistical cnd preequilibrium models with particular
emphasie placed on the parameters that are used with them. The
development of improved techniques for parnmeter determination
along with new model cocle~ thut handle tertiary (rind higher-
order) reactions strengthen the rule SUC}, techniques will plny
in future dnta evaluation. Thnne improvement will he discu~sed
along with problems occurring in the uae of s\Jch mndels.



The calculation cf cross sections for particle or gamma-ray
emission through the Hauser-Feshbach statistical model occurs by
use of the expression [28]

}T }Tc,
d2 } Slcs’l’ ~

a-
Cc ‘ (2i+l)(2m Jn — —T cc ‘

(3)

where i and I are the projectile and target spins, respectively.
The term W- , represents width-fluctuation [29] corrections that
must be ap~fied at lW energies. Since W ,+1 at energies above
a few MeV, it will not be described here. c~o evaluate components
appearing in this schematic expression one must have information
from optical-model calculations regarding transmission coeffi-
cients that describe the compound nucleus formation at a given
incident energy as well as ones that described particle emission
over a wide secondary energy range. Gamma-ray transmi:;sion coef-
ficients must be obtained generally through the use of the Weiss-
kopf [30] single particle or Brink-Axel [31] giant dipole reso-
nance ❑odels. Discrete level data must generally be provided,
and if a continuum of excitation energies is assumed (because of
the lack of sufficient discrete level data) then a level density
model and its associated parameters ❑ust be employed. Thus ap-
plication of the Hauser-Feshbach model to data evaluation gener-
ally requires a complexity of input parameters much greater thai-h
other calculational techniques discussed earlier.

Generally for incident neutron energies above 10 MeVo cross
section and spectral results from the statistical model ❑ust be
modified for nonequilibrium effects through use of the preeoui-
librium model. To calculate preequilibrium emiesion, the master
equation exciton model [32] has been widely used in evaluations,
althou2h some applications of the geometry-dependent hybrid model
have also occurred. (For ❑ore detail concerning the hybrid
model, see the review by Blann. [33]) Within the ❑aster equation
exciton model, a reaction is assumed to proceed through a variety
of particle-hole configurations, starting with simple ones and
advancing through more complicated ones until equilibrium iFI
achieved. At each stage during the process there occurs some
probability for particle emj.ssion. To obtain cross section~ and
spectra with this model, the following coupled equations must be
solved.

~ (n, t) - P(n-2, t)i+(n-2, E) + P(n+2, t) A- (n+2, E)

- P(n,t)[A+(n,E) + A-(n,E) + ) ~Wb(n,c)dc] ,(4)
b



where n is the exciton number (n-p+h), the quantities A#.nd XC
represent transition rates to produce increasingly (or decreas-
ingly) complex p-h configurations and Wb Is the probability to
emit at each stage particles of type b having energy c. To
obtain these rate expressions, the square of the average
matrix element for the effective two-body interaction MII

2must
be calculated. In the exciton model this is done empirically
through assumption of the form

IIl’f2 - kA-3E-1 . (5)

The constant k appearing on the above expression has been deter-
❑ined by Kalbach [34] from the analysis of particle-induced reac-
tion data at energies of tens of MeV. Remaining quantities
needed to calculate preequilibriurn emission are the compound
nucleus formation cross section, inverse cross sections at
secondary energies c, and state densities used to represent p-h
configurations.

Recently several new codes employing statistical preequilib-
rium theories have been developed that should greatly aid in data
evaluation. A selected number of these along with their charac-
teristics appear in Table II; a more complete overview has been
given by Prince in Ref. 35. The STAPRE, [36] TNG, [37] HAUSER,
[38] and GNASH [39] codes carry out ❑ultiatep reaction calcula-
tions with full allowance for angular momentum effects along with
preequilibrium corrections. Others like MSPQ [40] and ALICE [41]
use evaporation theory for the statistical portion of the calcul-
ation along with preequilibrium emission bared on the exciton and
geometry-dependent hybrid models, respectively. The AMALTHEE
[42] and PREANG [43] codes both use matrix ❑ethods to solve
exactly the master equations of the exci.ton ❑odel without
artificial division between preequilibrium and equilibrium
components.

Optical, Gamma-ray, and Level-Density Parameters

Transmission coefficients used in Hauser Feshbach calcula-
tions should produce accurate compound nucleus formation cross
sections while also realistically describing particle emission
over a spectrum of emission energies. Such conditions lead to
considerable constraints on the optical parameters used so that
transmission coefficients obtained using global optical parameter
sets can be inadequate for the problem or energy range of inter-
est. Recently improvements in optical model parameters have uc-
curred through the use of the “SPRT” technique developed by
Lagrange and co-workers [44] and now used extensively in
calculations for evaluated data. The technique employ~ s- and
p-wave strengths to supplement total cross section and elastic
angular distribution data so that neutron optical parameters that
are typically applicable over the energy range from 10 keV to 20
MeV can be determined. Neutron data are often augmented by the



the use of proton data to extend the range over which such
parameters are valid. Figure 4 shows an example of this
technique in which coupled-channel calculations of the neutron
total cross section for lg’Au have been made using the parameters
of Delaroche. [45] For J91~u, che parameters are valid up to
energies around 60 MeV because of the availability and use of
higher energy proton data in the parameter determinations.

The applicability of such optical parameter sets can be ver-
ified indirectly through Hauser-Feshbach calculations of proces-
ses such as (n,2n) reactions on medium and heavy nuclei from
threshold up to energies around 15 MeV. Generally the cross sec-
tion rises rapidly and if gamma-ray competition is determined us-
ing gamma-ray strength functions (see next paragraph), the,l the
calculated shape depends he~vily on the neutron transmi~slon co-
efficients. In addition the calculated cross section can be of-
ten determined by transitions to discrete levels in the A-1 nu-
cleus sc that level density e~fects are minimal. Figure 5 il-
lustrates such a case for the ‘~(n,2n) reaction where the opti-
cal parameters of Lagrange [46] determined by the SPRT Method and
used in GNASH calculations [47] produce good agreement with
available experimental da~a. A similar situation exists for the
90Zr(n,2n) reaction near threshold. However, for incident
energies up to 15 MeV, greater than 75% of the calculated cross
section results from direct transition~ to the 9/2+ ground atate
of a9Zr. This situation allows the behavior of higher order
transmission coefficients to be tested through comparison to
experimental data.

Aa mentioned above, the use of gamma-ray strength functions
may offer improvements in the calculation of multistep reactions
such as (n,2n), particularly around thresholds where gamma-ray
competition is important. Gamma-ray strength functions cnd their
systematic ha~e recently been the subject of an extensive
investigation by D. G. and M. A. Gardner [48] to which the reader
Is referred. In ❑any statistical-model calculations, gamma-ray
transmission coefficients are normalized to the 2dFy>/<D> ratio
where <ry> and <D> are the average gamma-ray width and spacing

for s-wave resonances. Such techniques pose little problems for
stable nuclei where such data are available experimentally. How-
ever, for compou::d systems lacking this data, these quantities
must be deduced from their systematic behavior. This can lead to
large errors particularly around closed shell regions where there
are large variations in resonance spacings. The use of strength
functions to determine gamma-ray transmission coefficients Bhould
help alleviate this problem since their normalization should vary
slowly between nearby nuclei. Fi ure 6 illustrates this ~havior
by showing results of ‘~b and ‘fRb capture calculations using
identical El and Ml strength functions (shown at the left) that
reproduce experimental capture cross sections differing by a
factor of more than 25.



Progress in improvement of level density parameters and rep-
resentations has lagged behind the advances described above for
optical and gamma-ray strength parameters. Most CalcUhLions

performed for data evaluations use phenomenological ❑odels--gen-
erally the constant temperature and Fermi-gas expressions hue to
Gilbert and Cameron [49] or the back-shifted Fermi-gas ❑odel de-
veloped by Dilg et al. [50] Mention should also be rmde concern-
ing the use by Jary [51] in (n,2n) calculations of the Ignatuyk
[52] expressions that include all excitation energy depecdent
level-density parameter. Some improvements in the parameters
used with such model~ have occurred recently due co the work of
Reffo [53] on spin cut-off parameters and by Cook [54] regarding
updated fits to determine the remaining parameters. Even after
these parameter improvements, such ❑odels are deficient in des-
cribing high excitation energy regions or predicting the ratio of
positive to negative parity states as a function of excitation
energy. From this point of view, ❑odel codes would benefit by
the implementation of microscopic level densities using ❑ethods
such as those of Morretto [55] or Grimes. [56]

Applications

In spite of these shortcomings, nuclear models have been ap-
plied successfully to many evaluation problems. Complete and
consiste~t calculations of neutron reactions on barium isotopes
from 20 keV to 20 MeV have been made by Strohmaier et al. [57]
using the STAPRE code listed in Table 11. The TNG code has been
used by Fu in the evaluation of neutron cross sections for Ca,-
Fe, and Pb, [5d-~0] and ❑ost recently by Larson [61] to calculate
neutron reactions on 2~ae Mann et al. have used the HAUSER code

b“Fe(n,p) dosimetry reactionto calculate cross sections for the
[62] and to calculate alpha-particle production from neutron
reactions on copper up to 40 MeV. [631 The
statistical code has been used to calculate
sections on Fe, Co, [64-65] and most recently on
up to energies of 40-50 MeV. An example of such

bhi(n,2n) reaction.shown in Fig. 7 for the
parameters were obtained through the SPRT method
alpha optical parameters were verified through

GNASH ❑ultistep
reaction cross

Ni isotopes [66]
a calculation is
Neutron optical

while proton and
calculation and

comparison to proton and alpha induced reaction data up to 40
MeV. Data from 5B, b~b~i capture reactions provided gamma-r~y
strength function information. These parameters were then used
in preequilibrium-statistical calculations along with direct
inelastic scatterin

%
cross sections obtained from DWBA

calculations. The i(n,2n) cross sectiou .:onstitutes only a
small portion of the total reaction cross se~tion, but reasonable
agreement is obtained principally because of the input parameter
determinations. Previous calculations [18,67] that relied on
global input parameter sets have faired poorly, often missing the
experimental results by greater than a factcc of two.



Nuclear model calculations can be used to correct some inac-

curacies that often exist in evaluated data fileb. One such area

is the representation of neutron emJ’ on spectra induced by neu-
trons on the 10-20 MeV range. Deficiencies in evaluated data
have been pointed out by Hetrick et al. [68], occurring most of-
ten in cases where evaporation formulas using temperatures deter-
mined from level-deasity parameters are employed for such spectra
representation. One such example is the evaluated spectra for
tungsten isotopes appearing in ENDF/B-V. In Fig. 8, the evalu-
ated lH”W spectmn is compared to measurements by Hermsdorf [27]
on natural tungsten using 14.6 MeV neutrons. A large discrepancy
exists most noticeably in the secondary energy region where pre-
equilibriuu emission and direct reaction effects are nmst impor-
tant. Such behavior is corroborated by comparison of calculated

neutron spectra [69,70] to results from integral measurements
such as those from the pulsed sphere program at Livermore (see
Fig. 9). Comparisons to such integral data have proven to be a
valuable complement to microscopic data in the 14 MeV region.
The calculated emission spectrum that will be used in a new
evaluation [71] Ior tungsten isotopes currently under preparation
is shown in Fig. 10. Much better agreement is obtained although
some underprediction still exists in the upper end of the
spectrum. This would possibly be improved if calculated direct
reaction cross sections were included in the comparison.

A consistent application of nuclear models could alleviate
another problem occurring in evaluated data files. For example,
calculational techniques are sometimes used to provide evaluated
neutron cross sections but experimental reslllts are used directly
to provide evaluated gamma-ray production data. Incon~istencies
between these evaluated data types can lead to energy imbalance
problems that can be solved through a consist( it Ime of nuclcar-
model calculations matched to experimental data. Such problems
have been addressed by MacFarlane [71] and Young [4] through en-
ergy balance teecs of various ENDF evaluations. Some results
from these studies are presented in Table III for energies in the
2-20 NeV range. A poor ?ating indicates that significant (up to
10%) violations occur for conservation of total energy.

As evaluated data libraries are ex:ended to higher energies,
the demands placed upon model calculations will incr~ase because
of the general consensus that experimental measurements cannot
satisfy all of the data needs for ener~jes above 20 HeV. In such
instances, calculations ❑ust be performed in which complicated
reaction chains must be followed to include all majcr neutron and
charged-particle producing reactions. Figure 11 shows such a
chain that was used for GNASH calculations on iron [64] up to 40
MeV. Calculated crobs seclions using this chain are shown in
Fig. 12, indicating that contributions for re,~ctions such as
(n,2w) [sum of (n,npn) + (n,pnn) + (n,2np)] dominate at higher
energies over thooe irlvolving oolely neutron emission, again il-
lustrating the need for such detail in the calculation.



Problems that occur in model calculations below 20 MeV are
magnified considerab. at higher energies, particularly with re-
gard tc level density representations and parameters. This IS

due in part to the higher excitation energies !.nvolved and be-
cause nuclei are reached that lie further away from the lines of
stability at which most experimental information exists. Such
deficiencies can be compensated to some degree through comparison
to higher energy charged-particle induced reaction data that can
be used to verify and optimize parameters for level density, pre-
equilibrium, and other ingredients needed in such calculations.

Improvements in Nuclear Models

There are several areas of theoretical Improvement that
will be useful for future data evaluation. One such example is
the extension, for preequilibrium emission, of the generalized
master eq’larion of Mantzouranis et al. [73] by Gruppelar and
Akkerman [74] to the theoretical analysis of angular distribu-
tions induced by 14.6 MeV neutrons. Satisfactory results were
obtained over a wide ❑ass range (berylium to bismuth) after ad-
justment of two global parameters.

The unification of preequilibriur and the Hauser-Feshbach
statistical model has been pursued by Fu [75] at ORNL through in-
corporation of angular momentum ef:.cts into the preequilibrium
model. The result is a form that becomes compatible with stan-
dard Hauser-Feshbach techniques when equilibrium is reached. A
part of this i~ achieved through the determination and use of
level and state density parameters that are consistent between
the two models, a situation that has generally been lacking in
the past. This unified model, after determination of two param-
eters through comparison to 14.6 MeV neutron emisio~ data for
iron, has been applied to calculation of the neutron and charged-
particle emission spectra on 12 isotopes having recent experi-
mental data. Initial res~llts from such calculations have proven
satisfactory as shown in Fig. 13 where comparisons are ❑ade to
experimental neutron production spectra. This modei, in addition
to providing cross sections and spectral information, also allows
angular distribution information to b obtained for contin~lum
particle emission.

UNCERTAINTIES RESULTING FROM APPLICATION OF CALCULATIONAL
TECHNIQUES

Along with the evaluated data that can be obtained ueinR the
calculational ❑ethods outlined in this paper, there is a need to
provide information about uncertainties ariainR from use of such
techniques, especially in areas lacking experimental data. By



use of the empirical techniq~les discussed at the beginning of
this paper, fits can be made to experimental data usir,g a given
parameter set, from which uncertainties and their correlations
can be ascertained. An example of such results appeared in Ta-
ble I. However, if a model is extended significantly beyond the
region where its parameters and their errors were obtained, then
the confidence that can b placed upon calculated results and er-
rors declines considerably.

If nuclear models are used to determine evaluated data where
no experimental measurements exist then the error problem becomes
increasingly more difficlllt. In such cases, the number of input
parameters is greater and often because of lengthy computational
times it is not possible to vary each input parameter to examine
the Sensitivity of the calculated results to it. Also, for some
excitation energy regions or nuclei far removed from stability,
the theoretical ❑odels used ❑ay have little or na validity.
There are however cases where meaningful errors and their corre-
lations can be obtained for parameters used in theoretical analy-
ses . One such example is the use of chi-square minimization
methods to obtain optical parameters from fits to experimental
data. Also, some nuclear~odel codes require relatively little
computer time, and studies of the sensitivity of calculated re-
sults can be made as a function of a significant number of param-
eters. One such example IS the analysis by Pearlstein [76] of
neutron emission spectra induced by 14 MeV neutrons over the mass
range from sodium to bismuth. The preequili brium-evaporation
code ALICE [41] was used to obtain covariances and correlations
for several fitted parameters. The result was a global purameter
set that could produce agreement to within 30% of the measured
results in over 70% of the cases studied.

The estimation of errors using more complicated Hauser-
Feshbnch techniques (with preequilibrium corrections) generally
is more vague and relies on the systematic behavior of input pa-
rameters within some realm of physically acceptable values. The
error estimates made in calculations of neutron reactions on bar-
ium isotopes by Strohmaier [57] follow this pattern where rela-
tively sm~ll estimates (10%) were made for neutron emi~sir)n cross
~ections because of well-determined neutron parameters find n good
supply of experimental data. For other cases such as charged-
wrticle reactions lacking well-determined input parameters or
data, estimated errorti were significantly larger (40%).

CONCLUSIONS

Some of the calculntional technlque~ uned to provido evnlu-
ated data for mdium and Ileavy reams nuclei in the neutron ener~y
range above 3 MeV have h~~il reviewed. Empirical terhnlquea pl~ly
a role when cro~~-,~~~~t III I i, ,1 i 11,: 1,”,1 Icstred bn~ed on systema-
tic data trendH or in situations Wher(} more bnHtc modr]H are
not Hllffll’t IJIll ]j IIIIVOI i!),!,! I.1) I)rodiwv ndequnte ngreumont with



experimental results. However, the improvement in input
parameters and the availability of new, sophisticated nuclear
❑odel codes have resulted in an increased use of theoretical
rrethoris to provide cross sections and spectral information, The
extension of evaluated data to higher energies promises further
Improvement in these theoretical techniques. It should be
remembered, however, that underlying these discussions of
empirical and theoretical ❑ethods is the realization of the
importance of having adequate experimental data with which to
verify and improve such tech? niques.
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TABLE I

UNCERTAINTY RANGES (%) FOR THRESH CROSS SECTION RESULTS AS
A FUNCTION OF NEUTRON EXCESS (Ref 25)

Reaction Neutron Excess (N-Z)/A

0003-0.05 0.05-0.1 0s1-0.:5 0.15-0.2-- .- . - ---- .-

(n,2n) 20-50 10 1(-) 10

(n,p) 20-25 20-30 20-40 30-150

(n,aj 25 25-40 30-60 40-150



----- . .

Code

ALICE

AMALTHEI

GNASH

HAUSERt

h SPQ

P REANG

STAPRC

T NG

SOME RECENT

Author

Blann

Bersillon
& Faugere

Young 6
Arthur

Mann

Jary

Akketmans,
Gruppelaar
& Luider

Uhl &
Strohmaier

k’u

1
—.ta-

“1’ABLL 11

NUCLEAR MODEL CODES USED FOR EVALUATION PURPOSES .

Method

Evaporation and
geometry-dependent
hybrid~preequilibrium

Matri[ solution of
master equations exci-
ton model for t - =

Multiatep Hauser-
Feshbach)maater equa-
tiona exciton model

Multistep Hauser-
Feshbach)awster equa-
tlona excit~on model

Evaporation and exci-
ton model preequilibrium

Matrix aolutlon of gen-
eralized master equntion
exciton model

Multistep l{auser-
FeshbnchJmaster equu-
tion exciton model

Unified multistep
Hauser-Fesllbacl) and
prerquilihrt~lrn with angu-
lur momemL\.m conservattrn

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x



TABLE III

QUALITATIVE RA’~ING OF ENERGY BALANCE FOR ENDF/B-~

liATERIALS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 2-20 MeV (Ref. 72)
(G = good, F = fair, P = poor).

Ca

Ti

v

F

F

F

F

G

F

F

*

P

G

F

F

PCr

‘~a=~od by element effect

P

P

P

l“

*

*

F

P

P

P

P

P

F
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. The ratio of (n,2n) cross sections calculated using the LLL

ENDL empirical methods to experimental results for nuclei

a% to 209Bi are presented for three regions ofranging from

UR [UK - incident cnergY - (n,2n) threshold energy].

These regions correspond to energies slightly above the

(n,~n) tllres~,~ld, to energies where the (n,2n) cross

sections reach a mnximum, and to energie~ above the plateau

reglou where (n,3n) competition occurs.

~. Thu riltio of (n,2n) cro~s sections calculated using the

T11WS2 [22) cndu to data for nuclei ranging from 45SC to

~(’’’nl. The tiame UK regions are used aa were defined fn

.

Fi};. 1.

J. Anfiulnr distributions of ●mitted neutrons from 14.6 MrV

ncuLrm fnturnction~wlth iron calculntcd using the

K~ilb;lcli-M:lIII~ [2[1] ●xpression~ are cnrnpnred to tlw Hcrmtidorf

[27] dntn for Hcvernl ran~cs of secnnd~ry energy,



4. me 197Au total cross section determined from

coupled-channel calculations using the !)elarnche opticnl

parameters [45] are compared to experimental data.

8~(n,2n) reaction nbtaincd from5. Cross sectionE for the

GNASH calculations using the Lagrange optical parameters

.

[46] are compared to recent measurements [17-191 of this

6. Calculated 85~87Rb(n, y) cro~s sections [48]. The snmc El

strcngch function (shown at the left) used for both i~otopes

produces good ngrcemcnt with exprrirnental results.

5$fl(n,2n) reactt[,li UHtIIJ;7. Crosu acctions calculated for the

consistent eets of input par~mcters are compared to

●xpertrnental data.



. .

8. The partial and total neutron emission spectra fro= the

EN1.)F/B-V 18% evaluation are compared to the data of

Hermsdorf [27] measured at 14.6 Mel’ for natural tungsten.

9. Calculi.ted spectra obtained through use of the ESI.)FiB-V

evaluated tungsten data are compared to experimental results

from IA-?let’ pulsed-sphere measurements.

10. The partial and total neutron emission spectra obtained frun

new calculations [71] on ‘R4W that include preequilibrium

and direct contributions are compared to the }Iermsdorf data.

11. The re~lction chain used for the calculation of neutron

reactions on iron [64] up to energies of 40 NeV.



12. Theoretical n + 5ye cross sections obtained from GNASH

calculations using th, reaction chain shown in Fig. 11.

Note tlla! iibvc 30 McV, processes such as (n,np) and (n,2np)

compete wicll and begin to dominate over reactions lnvolvin~

solely neutron emission.

13. Neutron production spectra obtained through calculations

●

:,
using unified Hauser-Feahbach-prc@quilibri~ model of Fu

[75] ore compared to the 14.6 MeV }Ier:nsdorf data for eight

natural elements.
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